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Ulitarra and The Warwick Review. Various poems have been broadcast on 
ABC Radio National. “The Past” contains a citation from Jonathan Galassi’s 
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by Jonathan Mills was first performed in the Art Gallery of New South 
Wales series Writers in Recital in 1989 and later broadcast by ABC FM.
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Wild Bees is, I hope, a new book. With a few exceptions, it culls from work 
published after 1993. Like any selection does, it reflects where I am heading 
now as much as where I have been. There are also ten new uncollected 
poems and the pieces from a recent chapbook Music: Prose and Poems.  
Perhaps, taken overall, this is the book I always meant to write.  My poetry 
is described by reviewers and critics as to do with seeing and the senses, with 
momentariness, with the integration of things in a world of change and flux 

– and that account has often seemed appropriate. It is a delight too when 
readers take pleasure in the recognition of the poetry’s local circumstances. 
In the main, we choose local paths wherever we are. The same is true 
even with the most wide ranging of materials and styles. I am fortunate 
to have seen some of my poetry discovered by a number of ecologically 
conscious readers and critics who are concerned with how we live our lives 
environmentally, including at the most intricate and micro-perceptual levels 
of awareness. Lucky, also, to have so far escaped from being classified in a 
movement or a generation – new or old, innovative or formal. Finally, the 
limits of our experience and understanding of the world are the limits of 
time and of our senses, and not just of language.  The provisional nature of 
our selves, our own temporary glimpse of the world’s tragedy and loveliness, 
is at the heart of the matter.

M.H.

author’s note
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from Music

Seeing Rain

A top branch shakes down 
heavy rains of diamonds
while, amethyst-eyed, a silent bird 
flies off among deeper leaves

After the cloud-burst this is one
can’t hide in its midnight blue. 
Each leap inside the cotoneaster 
sputters out diamond showers.

Do bower birds see rain as I do, 
glimpsing more than texture? 
And what does an observer know 
of pecking vermilion from the air? 

Going outside, I scared it off 
as if, in hiding, it could hide itself,
neither of us sensing through rain-wet light
how we divide the world with thoughts. 

A top branch shakes down 
heavy rains of diamonds
while, amethyst-eyed, a silent bird 
flies off among deeper leaves
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Seeing Paddocks

*
across the slope, emptiness like a tide sweeps everything away

*

Dry wind grazes like fire in the middle height of trees.

If there’s a cloud it’s in the mind not in the world. 
If there’s a trace or hint of it, it’s a thought not a thing.
If there’s an edge, it’s made here along the slope.
If there’s darkness, I bring it with me like blood.
If there’s more darkness, it’s exposed in the tree fringe.
If there’s a distant zigzag, it speeds like a snake.
It runs down the sky like an upside down tree.
If it delivers an idea of change, it hits, it strikes.
(Rain smell, memory of wetness on strewn bark litter,
sound of rain, markings of rain on the ground.)
If it strikes, it brings fire, air, water.
If it breathes, it undries the mind like waking from a dream.
If it remembers, it gives back the dream’s clear outlines.
(Today no one remembers the earth dream, the land dream.)
(Over there, a car goes silently by in its wind-river.)
If it’s too hard to get back there, leaf clusters parachute down.
If you want to look, you must look in the corner.
If there’s a play of shadow and untruth, bright wind still glares.
The surprised stillness of earth powders into dust.
The wind too is a leap a jump from one look to another.
If a root system drops from a swollen purple cloud.
One strike brings fire, air, water.
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from Music

Three strikes brings gaol, mostly over nothings.
If you look you must look in the corner of the eye.
If there’s a gash of granite boulders, the flesh clefts them.
If the breath’s elements (soul elements) have dried like a dream.
(Rhythmed by the fence, a car goes silently by.)
If we place death somewhere, we will start forgetting it.
If death is placed here, it will start remembering.
It happens instantly.
The wind too is a leap between two views, two looks.
If – even if – there’s a dry place the past still weeps there.
When the wind trowels the sky, it leaves blue hints of thunderheads. 
Over there, the paddock gazes out with its blond, bare contours.

across the slope, emptiness like a tide sweeps things away 





earlier poems
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from The Distribution of Voice

Then and Now

Beyond the curtains, outside, 
a screen of white like Finland’s dusk,
an eyeblink blinding out the north:
I fall asleep, forget the frame.

Late wind arrives, shakes the leaves
in a porridge of shimmers, like a mane –
a lion gets up, walks about, 
caged, foetid, in a fitful mind;

he’s the lion of noise,
lion of cricket-clinking moons
which rise, sharp as ice,
through sea-like blue behind a ridge.

Overhead, night’s a black cockatoo,
mind’s pattern dancing among its toys.
Nearby, where the slope’s streaked with headlights, 
shadowy, red harvesters grind up and down.
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Burrill Transformer

A clear stillness hangs in the cormorant’s cry,
limpid as a phial of water, stark as bare magnolias.
Behind us headlands flash from where we lay,
out across white dunes. By now, those hollows
will have cooled down, dented with purple light. 
There, grass-spikes shiver against the surf’s blur.
Overhead, dusk-sky shifts round, sprouting its
cabbage-row of evening clouds, along the sea’s edge.
Distant, a cattle truck rattles on the causeway,
moving like a target, past the spilt tide’s
mix of mercury and frozen mirror. Watching it
we stop a while to take the lake’s dimensions in,
both floods and barriers: on the other side,
casuarinas, at water level, shine from their vantage point
freshly acquiring cream-gauzed, fuzzy sprays –
their ragged boughs are now picked out
beyond the low sun’s water track. You understand it,
turning round, wind-scarfed, walking by me –
you cannot help be blinded by this change
as if, in pure occurrence, a sound rings out.
Do you remember, earlier, someone drawing a curtain
in the fibro house next door? Do you remember
how you heard it? As a further noise,
back of the mouth’s cry, made of
rough guesswork from thought to thought, imagining
how strangeness can emerge from dying love.
That love was held in breathless, light-fleshed groans:
a dark blue rippling among the estuary’s muddy shine.
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from The Distribution of Voice

This is why the dusk swarms up, unseen, saturated, 
where cicadas switch on their background roar,
as in a waterfall heard so intently 
it seems fixed, dazzling, in the ear. It’s why too
it seems we’re standing now on a high-rise balcony,
looking down at people crossing at lights:
they’re just night’s soldier-crabs scuttling at our feet. 
Wet things, glinting, under a water-film.
Only coolness arrives in this profuse sense,
starting its slow transforming act,
its silence like a shimmer in the air.
That bluish tinge now separates out, is gone.
Each way we turn, a sediment must fall
in a down-drifting, powdery storm,
anything to stop the onset of the stars’ pinprick net
in whose clear medium, nearly back home, we move.
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Four Songs

1. Cheap Movies

In winter dusk, a mindless sea.
A rear-view mirror filled with red –
it’s like a 50s cinema screen,
before the film begins. Late wind

shakes the car, blows the waves, flutters
torn wrappers in the rubbish cans.
The bushes suddenly are tipped with chrome,
the grass turns grey as unwashed wool.

Out there, it’s going on, a change
from blue to deeper blue and grey –
the cormorant tracking over water
looks like a hair across a lens.

The sea returns as jolting light,
surf-noise rolling towards the cliffs.
No moon tonight. Just a wave’s whiteness,
like leaping grains on an old print. 
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2. The Paddock Slope

Saplings run down the slope like girls. Blue-grey,
they have escaped into the paddock.
Now like a spring flood, they stand both sides
of the fence. To someone on a survey,

they’re a spur, a corner of bush left behind,
re-growth, darting, like a lizard’s tongue.
Stubbled with round-topped stones, the land greets the horse:
here, too, a stick could paint it on a shield.

Within these things, unfathomed sea hangs fire,
journeys away yet more than depth.
Chains of cattle cross in paddock haze,
under midday’s dome, blue as thought. The wire-

fence hems in an unaxed stand. There’s a sense
everywhere of dry grass fading, seeding. The map’s as thin
as an old man’s sparse blond hair,
where wives and husbands start their ends. 
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3. The Laboratory

Dying, a ragged measure, across a ridge,
the last flare of orange goes
into a shining plain of water:
black-etched sky. Moth-flecks are flowers.

The dusk’s blue was like a wind,
soon gone, soon settled, before night.
Now grass lengthens into streaks of ice,
while, bigger than a torch, full moon

rises from nowhere, reaching flood,
making the tree-stumps jump like rabbits,
re-drawing the tangled orchard’s branches
into a nest of wires and flickering leaves.

Owls murmur, star-vines start to trail.
A nearby tractor, cooling, sets up its tick.
Car-lights probe and pass along the fence,
glancing at hard, new fruit. Untasted yet. 
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from The Distribution of Voice

4. Portable Objects

Up here in the plum tree’s wands,
the smell of fruit and cooler air:
it’s an old photo, quite old.
A young man, snapped, is laughing there. 

The photo lies inside a drawer,
opened, half-jammed, for something else:
car keys, lost numbers, a swirl of stars.
Things burn like matches in this quiet house.

There he is, a boy’s face in twigs,
too young to know how light is hard.
Yellow fruit’s picked before it’s ripe.
A clock face shines in laurel shade.

Time’s held in mind against that tree,
the ridge’s slope has got torn off.
Like pearl-grey lakes, far orchards glint:
boxed up, old letters gather love.
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Red Marine

The meaning of that movement must be found
in the collapsing schema of red sails,
though it happened out there, in dwindling light,
upon the edge, half-seen, a mere detail. 

More total, more for the body than the eye,
it turned dusk’s wind into a flapping hinge
while the gulls, alarmed, skimmed up across the bay, 
suddenly caught in white again, wheeling

seawards, changing places in a relay,
until their veering made a dream of depth:
blind memory rising in a flickering wave.
(Its house is death. Its window is a hearth.)

It was as if, just then, a river shone,
as if, behind that wave, lost voices spoke –
voices heard after they had gone away. 
The burden left is trivial, instant, black.

And yet you see that movement as it is,
crossing, like tide itself, through mobile space:
on the sea edge a sail topples, a red
tulip-flame twists in wind. The bright sea’s

glitter, with people bobbing in it, swallows it up
like interference blizzarding a screen.
There was a moment of cloud shadow, more
nostalgic than squint-eyed, orange sun
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from The Distribution of Voice

where fixed, half-noticed things remain as glints,
leaving behind them latency in time,
a spectral body stretched from shore to shore,
gulls in perspective, spindrifts of white sperm. 

A sailboard’s red sail folds into the sea,
no substitute for fictions of a mind
which searches an exacter entity
in blind, green light over the harbour’s tomb. 
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from The Distribution of Voice 

February Night Song

You, the world, the house,
but tonight you’re not happy.
No one can sleep this month.
Across the park, the lights are sultry.

So we lie in our dark bed,
naked on a blue sheet,
under shadowy indoor plants –
we’re woken by the clock, the street.

Outlined in the buzz of haze
your dancer’s body:
still half-awake I categorise
your alarm of self and place.

For when at last we turn to sleep
in the end of summer dark,
I’ll see you as the white heron
flapping wings of glittering water. 
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